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Abstract Research studies in the last 20 years

allowed to obtain reliable rules for designing struc-

tures made of fiber reinforced concrete (FRC). How-

ever, design aspects like the long-term behavior of

FRC, especially when synthetic fibers are adopted,

require further research. Long-term behavior includes

aging and creep. Aging represent the change of fiber

properties into the concrete environment, which may

reduce the structural bearing capacity; when present, it

is an important issue for the structural safety,

especially when fibers are the only reinforcement.

Aging of fibers must be proven by experimental tests.

Creep is a complex phenomenon, roughly considered

by building codes even for traditional reinforced

concrete (RC) structures. The introduction of fibers do

not change anything in concrete matrix and, before

cracking, in the material concrete creep behavior is not

expected any change. After cracking, the structural

effect of FRC creep depends on the degree of

structural redundancy and on the presence of rebars

since creep produces a stress redistribution in the

structure or from FRC to the rebars. When FRC post-

cracking resistance is necessary for equilibrium

requirements, in structures with cracked sections in

service conditions the structural deferred response has

to be analyzed by considering the FRC creep behavior.

When FRC is used for resisting secondary actions and

rebars are present for equilibrium requirements, the

response of a FRC element (with rebars and fibers)

will be identical to a conventional RC; FRC con-

tributes by controlling the crack development under

both short and long term loading.

Keywords Fiber reinforced concrete � FRC creep �
Long term behavior � Fiber aging � Structural
behaviour

1 Introduction

Fiber reinforced concrete (FRC) is now entering

extensively into the market due to the availability of

structural codes as the fibModel Code 2010 (MC2010)

[1], the German Code [2], the Italian Code [3] the ACI

318 [4] and incoming codes under development in

several Countries, including the Eurocode 2 [5]. In

fact, research studies developed during the last

50 years provided an extensive knowledge on struc-

tural behavior of FRC and allowed to have reliable and

safe design rules. For all these reasons, FRC has been

already used for several applications, including indus-

trial floors, tunnel linings, elevated slabs and for

different precast elements [6, 7].
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However, some design aspects are not well known

yet and require further research. Even though fiber are

usually adopted for replacing (at least part of)

conventional reinforcement, fibers may be added to

ordinary reinforced concrete (RC) elements as they

reduce cracking phenomena [8] and may influence the

structure durability. In any case, the minimum

required cover should not change as it depends on

the concrete porosity which is a matrix dependent

property.

Among the open issues, there are the fiber effi-

ciency, due to both orientation and distribution, as well

as the long-term behavior of FRC [9, 10]. The latter

includes aging and creep. In particular, FRC aging

refers to (1) the change of fiber properties in the

cementitious environment where fibers can be in

contact with possible aggressive agents (also due to

cracks) or to (2) degradation of the bond behavior

between matrix and fiber. Among the aging effects, it

should be mentioned that some synthetic materials

might become brittle with time [11]. Another typical

example of aging is represented by some glass fibers

that can generate reactions due to concrete alkalinity;

to overcome this issue, alkali-resistant (AR) glass

fibers, able to work in those conditions, are now

available into the market [12]. In summary, FRC aging

may not be accepted for practical applications when it

can seriously influence structural safety.

Creep is a complex phenomenon considered only

with rather simplified approaches by building codes

even for usual RC structures. The creep behavior of

ordinary concrete structures is usually addressed in

structural codes by stating that the steel reinforcement

does not experience deferred strains and that all

changes over time are due to the creep of concrete that

mainly occurs in the compressed area of the section.

Concrete creep in compression is included in the

MC2010 materials chapter [1]. Data are based on

specific tests [13] and consider the influence of

exposure parameters (like humidity and temperature)

or the element size, for providing a time dependent

creep coefficient ‘‘u’’ (MC2010, §5.1.9.4.3).

At the structural level, stresses produce strains at

short term and creep induces a time dependent strain

increase. In redundant structures, due to boundary

conditions (external restrictions, supports stiffness…),

a local stress relaxation as well as a transmission of

stresses to less demanded sections occur. Depending

on the degree of redundancy either creep or stress

relaxation will need to be considered in a structure.

The application of the creep concepts in structural

design is often considered as a reduction of the

modulus of elasticity (MC2010, Eq 7.6-18). Further-

more, a time dependent b coefficient is applied to

determine structural deflections (see Eq 7.6-16 of

MC2010). The b coefficient can be either 0.5 or 1 for

short or long term loading, respectively. Another case

were creep is considered in design is related to the

crack width, where another (but different) b parameter

is included (see Eq 7.6-6 of MC2010), with low

consideration of influencing parameters. No more

creep issues are mentioned in structural codes.

This limited presence of creep in building codes for

reinforced concrete (RC) elements (without fibers) is

related to the very complex phenomena that make

creep very difficult to model and, especially, hardly

predictable in current structures where environmental

conditions are not known a priori and continuously

change.

As far as FRC is concerned, no creep structural

issues are considered inMC2010 with the exception of

creep of the fiber material. The introduction of a

moderate dosage of fibers into the concrete does not

change anything in the cementitious matrix before

cracking and no changes are expected in creep

behavior with respect to ordinary concrete, neither in

compression nor in tension [14]. After cracking, there

is major consensus in relation to the main sources for

time-dependent strains of FRC under tension or

bending, namely: (1) creep in the compression zone:

(2) time-dependent bond strains between concrete and

fibers crossing the cracks and (3) creep of the fiber

material. When referring to a hybrid reinforcement

(fibers ? rebars), the time dependent deformations

are also affected by the time dependent rebar-matrix

slips. Nevertheless, no proposal about the design

criteria in FRC are included in the building codes

available so far.

In order to better analyze the influence of this

phenomenon in FRC applications, RILEM activated a

Technical Committee (TC 261-CCF) that organized a

first workshop [15] to discuss the knowledge in the

field and the state of the art. The technical committee

also made a comparison between different test meth-

ods for proposing a standard test method for FRC

creep, when necessary [16–18].
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In the present paper, some aspects related to long

term behavior of FRC structures are analyzed with the

aim of clarifying the effect of FRC creep on the

structural behavior of the most diffused applications

nowadays. The use of fibers for different reasons as

fire (spalling), shrinkage cracking, aesthetic aspects or

other not structural considerations are out of the scope

of this paper.

2 Limits for the FRC use

2.1 Fiber material

MC2010 allows the use of fibers made of different

materials like steel, polymers, carbon, glass or natural

materials, but recognizes that general rules are mainly

based on experiences with steel fibers. However,

MC2010 proposes a FRC classification (typing) based

on mechanical properties but it states a clear warning

on the use of fibers made with materials whose

properties are influenced by time and/or hygro-ther-

mal phenomena. Nevertheless, MC2010 does not

define criteria to evaluate these critical aspects so that

they are under the responsibility of the designer and of

the construction company. The criteria to evaluate the

time dependent behavior should be supported by

specific standards and, when possible, by experimental

tests.

In addition to creep, aging may provoke a possible

fiber deterioration that reduces the bearing capacity of

the structural elements; therefore, FRC aging may not

be accepted for practical applications when it can

seriously influence structural safety.

Standard EN 14889-2 [19], referring to synthetic

fibers, requires to verify the long-term behavior by

testing the resistance to deterioration for moisture and

alkalis present in cement paste, according to EN 14030

[20] or EN 14649 [21]. These test were initially

proposed for glass fibers as accelerated tests to provide

material degradation into a specific tolerance and

allow to evaluate if a fiber is ‘‘adequate or not for

structural concrete’’, assuming that the possible effect

in the mechanical performance at the end of the

service life is negligible.

In summary, the FRC supplier should guarantee

properties and limits of applicability throughout the

expected service life.

2.2 FRC mechanical properties

From a mechanical point of view, according to MC

2010 [1] FRC is also classified for its tensile resistance

by considering the post cracking behavior through the

residual strength at different cracking levels. A

minimum performance class ‘‘1.0 a’’ must be guaran-

teed if FRC aims to substitute (even part of) conven-

tional reinforcement; this means that the minimum

value for fR1k is 1.0 MPa and for fR3k is 0.5 MPa. In

addition, it is required that:

fR1k � 0:4 fLk ð1Þ

fR3k � 0:5 fR1k ð2Þ

where:

• fR1k is the post-cracking resistance (characteristic

value) corresponding to a Crack Mouth Opening

Displacement (CMOD) of 0.5 mm, according to

EN 14651 [22];

• fR3k is the post-cracking resistance corresponding

to a Crack Mouth Opening Displacement (CMOD)

of 2.5 mm, according to EN 14651 [22];

• fLk is the Limit of Proportionality according to EN

14651 [22];

The minimum requirements are independent of

fiber material and can be achieved through a proper

mix design which takes into account the properties of

concrete and of fibers; some shortcomings in the

properties of the selected fiber can be compensated by

an increase of the fiber dosage.

However, the ratio fR3k/fR1k mainly depends on the

fiber material properties and on the anchorage system

(fibers hooked, crimped, twisted, etc.…); structural

designers must be aware of this requirement as they

can guide in the choice of the type of fiber to be used.

2.3 Structural behavior

FRC can be used as structural material for:

• enhancing crack behavior which is particularly

important at Serviceability Limit States (SLS) and

also for durability requirements;

• replacing all or part of the conventional reinforce-

ment for structural capacity at Ultimate Limit

States (ULS).
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Model Code 2010 [1] also requires that, when FRC

assumes a structural function, ductility must be

guaranteed at the structural level; accordingly, at least

one of the two following structural requirements must

be verified (MC2010 7.7.2):

du � 20 dSLS ð3Þ

dpeak � 5 dSLS ð4Þ

were du is the ultimate displacement of the structure,

dpeak is the displacement at peak load and dSLS is the
displacement expected under service conditions.

3 FRC and structural behavior

Ductility and structural requirements refer to instan-

taneous actions as well as to long term ones, over the

whole service life. It is clear that creep phenomena

should be considered only for sustained loads (‘‘quasi

permanent solicitations’’) and not for temporary

loading.

In the next sections, some structural aspects related

to typical FRC applications will be analyzed, with

particular attention to long term behavior; the aim is to

consider a wide typology of representative cases that

can help to apply the concepts in a more general way.

It should be mentioned that FRC is better used for

structural elements with high degree of redundancy,

which can take advantage from stress redistribution.

However, in this paper other cases will be considered

and some recommendations will be introduced, when

necessary.

3.1 FRC as minimum reinforcement

When FRC is adopted for substituting minimum

reinforcement requirements, it is expected that the

structure will work in service without any crack; in this

case, loads do not produce cracks as they are always

lower than the first crack load; FRC as minimum shear

reinforcement is a significant example. Possible cracks

produced by accidental actions usually occurs well

beyond service conditions. Therefore, when using

FRC as minimum reinforcement, creep in cracked

sections is not a main issue.

3.2 Linear elements

When considering creep in cracked sections of linear

elements (1D), a distinction must be made between

structures without reinforcing bars, where FRC is

responsible for equilibrium, and structures with con-

ventional rebars, where FRC contributes to equilibrate

external actions (Fig. 1).

In the first case long-term behavior of FRC is of

paramount importance for structural safety while, in

the second case, a distinction must be made between

different structural aspects.

3.2.1 Bending in linear elements

without conventional reinforcement

When only FRC (without rebars) is in charge of

equilibrium requirements in cracked conditions, the

structural deferred response has to be analyzed by

considering the creep behavior and it should be

mandatory to guarantee crack openings (over the

whole service life) lower than the maximum allowed

by exposure conditions. In this context, by considering

the partial safety factors adopted for serviceability and

ultimate limit states, the quasi-permanent load com-

bination in service will never be higher than 40–50%

of the actual residual capacity of the structure.

Moreover, for ductility requirements (Eqs. 3 and 4)

a strain hardening behavior in bending must be

guaranteed at the structural level; the latter generally

requires values of fR3k and fR1k well above of fL (i.e.

EN 14651), also considering fiber efficiency and size

effects as load deflection response is size dependent.

The previous requirements often imply to use high

performance FRCs so that the use of conventional

reinforcement may represent a convenient solution for

practice; therefore, in the particular case of linear

elements, FRC without conventional reinforcement

does not represent the best solution in most cases.

However, when FRC creep has to be verified for

structural behavior, proper creep tests have to be

carried out.

Most of the test proposed for evaluating creep in

FRC are based on beam tests [23–25], both on notched

or un-notched beams with the load applied in the post-

cracking phase with a test configuration similar to the

EN 14651 [16]. Other test methodologies have been

suggested [26, 27], but the difficulty of execution

limited the experiences so that few data are available
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so far. In addition, most of the tests were carried out

with high load levels (Fa/Fw in Fig. 2), not represen-

tative of the quasi-permanent load combination sig-

nificant for practice. This was mainly due to the need

of collecting significant results in an acceptable testing

time since low load levels require longer test times.

The load level adopted during the test is a key factor

determining flexural creep behavior on pre-cracked

specimens. Results published on steel fiber reinforced

concrete (SFRC) show that, even for high load levels

(Fa/Fw * 60%), the measured creep coefficients

remains small (\ 1) after 90 days of sustained load

[16]. For higher load ratios responses with tertiary

creep were found [28] and other factors, like slender-

ness of steel fibers, have an important synergic effect

[29].

However, when analyzing the post creep behavior,

it should be highlighted that, if the crack opening stays

within acceptable limits, the residual strength and the

general load vs crack opening response fits well the

curves obtained during monotonic short term loading

(Fig. 3); as such, the residual structural capacity is not

significantly influenced by creep.

In summary, in linear elements without conven-

tional rebars long term behavior of FRC is of

paramount importance for structural safety. Deforma-

tions as well as crack openings could increase due to

FRC creep so that the latter has to be carefully

considered. Concrete compressive strength signifi-

cantly influences the flexural creep behavior on pre-

cracked specimens because it reduces the creep in

compressed zone and enhances fibre-concrete bond.

However, more tests are needed to confirm the

available results, in order to better analyze low load

levels and low initial crack opening, to better predict

with the long-term evolution over the whole service

life, and to explore other types of fibers.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1 Response in a FRC cracked section a with only fibers, b with also rebars

Fig. 2 Typical loading

history in a creep test on

cracked specimens [16]
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3.2.2 Bending in linear elements with rebars

Where FRC contributes with reinforcing bars to

bending resistance at ULS (by means of its residual

strength in the cracked section), at service conditions

FRC allows to reduce the crack spacing and opening

[30]. The latter depends on the residual tensile strength

at SLS (fFtsm in MC 2010) and on the percentage of

longitudinal rebars [8, 31]. In a properly designed

structure, with controlled cracks, the residual stresses

supported by FRC in the crack faces will be close to

the serviceability residual strength (fFtsm) and the

stress in the rebars (rs) will be reduced in service

conditions (with respect to RC). Figure 4 shows a

schematic view of the evolution of the neutral axis and

the expected variation in strains and stresses in the

section.

By considering a beam under bending and long

term loading, a possible increase of FRC deformation

due to creep, in both compression and tension (or

crack opening), provokes a stress transfer from FRC to

rebars. However, the stress increase in rebars is very

limited since, in regular beams, the percentage of the

tensile stress taken by fibers usually ranges between 10

and 20%.

Tan et al. [32], by testing beams in bending under

long term loading, found that the crack widths for

SFRC beams were generally smaller and stabilized at

an earlier age with higher fiber contents.

Vasanelli et al. [31, 33] tested full scale RC beams

reinforced with two types of fibers (steel and

polyester) in short and long term bending condition,

analyzing the influence of fibers on crack development

in service conditions, with a sustained load equal to

50% of design ultimate load. In all cases short-term

crack opening significantly reduced in FRC beams

with respect to RC beams. Under long-term loading,

experimental results showed that the number of cracks

did not change during the constant sustained load and

that crack width in FRC beams seems to stabilize after

10 months of exposure, while crack width in RC

beams stabilized after a longer loading time (Fig. 5).

Therefore, in addition to the initial smaller crack

opening, also the crack opening increase over time

was smaller in FRC beams.
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Fig. 3 Load vs crack opening curves at the characterization test, compared with the post creep response for FRCwith flexural behavior

showing hardening (left) or softening (right). Adapted from [16]

Fig. 4 Evolution of the

neutral axis and the expected

variation in strains and

stresses. a At initial

cracking. b After creep

effects
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After the long term loading period (up to

70 months), all beams showed an ultimate capacity

that was similar to the one observed at short-term

loading, even if the FRC resistant contribution was

relaxed due to FRC creep; therefore, FRC creep did

not influence ULS capacity.

In summary, if FRC does not replace rebars, its

effect is always favorable in controlling crack devel-

opment and does not modify beam resistance at ULS.

When FRC replaces part of the longitudinal rebars, it

is necessary to verify the crack distance and width;

however, the favorable effect of fibers hardly com-

pensate the effect of the replaced rebars in bending.

3.2.3 Shear in linear elements with rebars as bending

reinforcement

The use of stirrups for shear resistance is a classical

solution but relatively expensive because it is labor-

work demanding; the use of FRC for shear resistance

is one of the most analyzed structural application in

research studies (Fig. 6) [34, 35]. In fact, FRC

enhances the shear resisting mechanisms in the beam.

In fact, FRC increases the shear resistance in the

compression zone as well as the dowel effect of the

longitudinal rebars. However, when a shear crack

develops, aggregate interlocking is a main shear

resisting mechanism and the distributed action of

fibers along all the crack length allows a better crack

width control, leading to a stresses redistribution to

other resisting mechanisms (Fig. 6). The prestressed

beams [36] or the wide-shallow beams [37] represent

significant examples.

The most frequent FRC use in practice concerns the

replacement of the minimum shear reinforcement

(stirrups). However, shear cracks are not expected in

service conditions as they form when the beam is

approaching the ultimate shear load; therefore, creep

effects are never important when FRC is adopted for

shear behavior, both for beams without stirrups and,

even more, for beams with stirrups.

In summary, FRC is a good solution as shear

reinforcement and it is not influenced by FRC creep

phenomena.

Fig. 5 Average crack width

versus time measured on S1

beams of frame 2; ST beams

were reinforced with steel

fibers, POL beams were

reinforced with polyester

fibers, TQ was a beam

without fibers [33]

Fig. 6 Fiber effects on shear behavior of beams. Adapted from

[42]
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3.3 Bi-dimensional elements

Slabs and walls are nowadays typical 2D elements

where FRC may provide significant advantages to the

structural behavior.

Slabs on grade are one of the most fibers consuming

applications for industrial floors [38]. This was

possible well before the publication of the main

building codes because these slabs were erroneously

considered as non-structural elements only because

they are at ‘‘ground level’’ and their collapse does not

imply danger for the human life. However, there are no

doubts about their structural behavior when consider-

ing the presence of shelves with heavy loads in seismic

areas, where the concrete floors act as foundations

(their collapse represents a serious danger for people

present in the area). However, cracks are generally not

expected in service conditions in these slabs and they

are accepted only during severe loading conditions, as

it happens during earthquakes; therefore, creep is not a

main issue in these structures.

Other cases that are of increasing interest in recent

years are elevated two-ways slabs [39, 40], due to the

smaller reinforcement ratio needed. Here fibers can

substitute most of the traditional reinforcement and,

due to the high degree of redundancy, these structures

allow a significant stress redistribution. However, the

use of FRC without rebars hardly satisfies ductility

requirements (Eqs. 3 and 4) for the expected failure

mode, as slabs are very stiff structures and then

deformability is usually low. Therefore, a minimum

‘‘anti-collapse’’ reinforcement is generally present

along the lines connection columns; recent studies

clearly evidenced that an optimized reinforcement

requires the addition of further rebars to provide

resistance to peak moments present on the columns

[40] (Fig. 7). In summary, the high degree of redun-

dancy allows a more stable crack development and a

stress redistribution (due to stress relaxation provoked

by creep) is also possible between FRC and rebars that

are usually present. Once again, with the exception of

slabs with very low amounts of rebars (which hardly

satisfy ductility requirements), FRC creep is not a

main issue for these structures.

As far as one-way slabs are concerned, the only

stress redistribution is present along the wide section

(as in a wide-shallow beam) width and FRC consid-

erations described for linear elements should be

applied (see Sect. 3.2).

Retaining walls is another 2D structure where the

main reinforcement can be hardly substituted by FRC,

as in linear elements. On the contrary, FRC may

successfully replace secondary reinforcement required

for stress redistribution; in this case, since FRC is not

necessary for equilibrium requirements, FRC creep

may generates a different stress redistribution but it

will never provoke failure.

When walls support simultaneously bending and

compression loads, the vertical loads can compensate

the tensile stresses due to bending and the main

reinforcement can be reduced. In these elements

cracking phenomena may be significantly reduced

and, with high vertical loads, even eliminated. There-

fore, creep phenomena become negligible.

3.4 Three-dimensional members

Typical 3D FRC structures without rebars could be the

tunnel linings, both conventional and segmental,

where reinforcements may be not necessary due to

the remarkable compressive stresses present during

the service life. In these elements, FRC may substitute

the minimum reinforcement, increase ductility in

compression and collaborate to local and/or temporary

tensile resistance, when necessary [41]. Since cracks

are not expected in service conditions, creep phenom-

ena can be neglected.

In the specific case of segmental lining, the most

severe loading condition is often represented by the

thrust jack action during TBM operations, which is a

short term load. Another severe action may be present

during the segment storage before placing the ring but,

once again, this loading condition lasts a few months.

Specific considerations are necessary for some FRC

structures characterized by a limited service live, as

some mining applications, where a short time creep

evolution may be better considered.

4 Concluding remarks

Fiber reinforcement effects in structural elements

could be affected by long-term behavior of FRC

related to fiber aging and creep behavior of FRC. The

former may not be accepted in structural elements

when safety is not guaranteed for the whole service life

of the structure.
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Although creep behavior of FRC may represent in

principle a major concern, real FRC structures of

practical interest nowadays are not particularly

affected by FRC creep. This is mainly due to the

following main reasons:

• ductility requirements often impose the presence of

conventional reinforcement, especially in linear

Fig. 7 Additional reinforcement detailing: a typical slab section; b top reinforcement layout; c bottom reinforcement layout; d rules

for determining top reinforcement length [40]
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elements but also in elevated slabs; rebars may take

additional stresses due to FRC creep that are

negligible in most cases.

• When FRC is adopted for substituting secondary

reinforcement for stress redistribution, creep has a

minor influence since FRC is not necessary for

equilibrium.

• When using FRC as minimum reinforcement,

cracks are not expected in service conditions and

FRC creep assumes minor importance.

• In structures with high degree of redundancy, FRC

creep may slightly affect stress redistribution.

• Critical structural aspects related to temporary

loading are not affected by FRC creep.

• FRC creep in compression is very similar to creep

of ordinary concrete since fibers do not play a

significant role on long-term behavior.

FRC creep may become significant in structures

with a low degree of redundancy, as linear elements

with low reinforcement percentage, because of the

limited stress redistribution. Before using FRC in

these structures, creep tests have to be carried out in

order to verify the long-term safety of the structure.

The effect of creep deformation should be consid-

ered specifically for the different resisting mechanism

because it may be different between bending, shear,

torsion, etc.
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